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Non-destructive f)epth Profiling Through
Quantitative Analysis of Surface Electron Spectra

S. Tougaard and H. S. Flanscn
Fysisk Institut, Odense Universitet, DK-5230 Odense M, Dennrark

A theory is presented that allows detailed quantitative information on in-depth concentration profiles to be

cxtracted through analysis of surface elcctron spectra. Thc depth profile is determined from analysis of a single

spectrum and thc mcthod is thereforc fast and non-dcstructive. The validity of the method is tcstcd through analysis

of model spectra from a wide variety of inhomogeneous systems. It is demonstrated that the method can clearly

distinguish bctween different classes of in-depth profiles. Moreover, the formalism can be used to distinguish

trctwcen diffcrcnt ovcrlayer growth mechanisms, The resolution in the determination of thc detailed concentration

dcpth profilc is of thc order of thc inclastic mean frec path 1.. The accuracy of thc total amount of material within

depths of 4-{,1 detcrmined by the analysis is, in all cases, better than l0-'15'1,.

INTRODUCTION
into a form that is well suited for evaluation by fast
Fourier transformation (FFT). It is found that for
several classes of in-depth concentration profi les, one of
the integrations in the formula can be performed ana-
lytically, with a resulting rcduction in thc numerical cal-
culations.

The validity of thc formalism is dcmonstratcd for

theoretical spectra from various in-depth profi les.
It was previously shown that the detailed shape of the

inelastic background does contain 'raluable information
on the in-depth concsntrat ion prof i le .13 ' ra Thus,
through analysis of the ratio of the peak area to the
increase in background signai associated with the peak,

information on the concentration profi le is readily
obtained. The method docs not give the detailed in-
depth concentration profi le, and some a priori informa-
tion on the type of distribution is, in general, requircd.
Howevcr, since thc method is so simplc and the infor-
mation is so easily extracted, it is obvious that advan-
tagc be taken of this extra in-dcpth information.

Much more detail on the depth profi le can be
extracted by the more complicated method presented

here. Thus, since the formulas derived in the present

work depend crit ically on the in-depth concentration
profi le, analysis of the peak shape does give quite

detailed quantitative information on the in-depth con-
centration profi le. In addition to this, the present for-
malism can give direct information on the detailed
growth mechanism of one elemcnt on another tirrough
analysis of the shapc of XPS peaks. As an examplc, it is

demonstrated that the formalism through analysis of a
single spectrum can decide whether an overlayer growth
proceeds layer by laycr or through island formation'
Simultaneously, the growth is determined quantitat-
ively.

We are currently studying spectra from experimen-
tally produced inhomogeneous systems.l5 The conclu-
sions concerning the validity of the fonnalism are quite
similar to those drawn hcre on the basis of theoretical
model spectra.
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Quantitative analysis of Auger electron trnd x-ray

photoelectron spectra (AES and XPS) is compiicated by

thc clastic and inelastic scattering processes that take
placc during the transport of the cxcited electrons out of

the sol id .
The influence of elastic scattering has becn studied

analvt ica l lyr ' -3  i tnd in  ssveral  numer ical  Monte Car lo-

bascd calculations.a-? Thus, it was shown that the mca-

sured peak intensity, as well as the angular distribution

of emitted electrons, is affected by elastic electron scat-

tcring.
Inelastic scattering processes wil l cause thc energy

distribution of emitted clectrons to be distorted in com-
parison with the cnergy distribution at the point of exci-

t i i t ion in the solid. A measured spectrum must bc

correctecl for this effect before any quantitative analysis

can bc pcrformcd. The problem has bcen investigated ln

a numbcr of  papers, t '8  -10 where a physicai  model  was

dctincd. Based on this, a simple formula was found,

which was shown to be approximately valid for inelastic

background correction of spectra originating from

samples with a wide class of in-depth concentration pro-

fi les.ro Being extrcmely 
^simple, 

this formula is useful as

a routine method for spcctral analysis. Howcver, in situ-
ations wherc a more sxact analysis is required, at the

cxpensc of extra time and effort, more accurate formulas

arc necded. Prcviously, exact formulas were found for

analysis of spectra frorn samples with two types of in-

dcpt.l conocritration profi les, namely a constantr and an
cxponent ia l ly ' rary ing depth d is t r ibut ion.r t  In  addi t ion,
an approximate formula was for.rnd for a sharp depth
dist r ibut ion of  c lcct ron cmi t tcrs.  r  2

In thc present work, a general formula valid for any
in-depth conccntration profi le is derived. The formula is

more complicated in comparison with the previous for-
mulas, sincc it involves several infinite integrals.

Horvcver, it is shown that the integrals can bc convcrted
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The time needed for analysis of a spectrum with 500
data points on a standard APOLLO computer is typi-
cally < 15 s.

2. THEORY

In the present section, we derive a general formula to
correct for the distortion ofan electron energy spectrum
caused by inelastic electron scattering. For a given spec-
trum, the amount of distortion will depend on two fun-
damental quantities, namely the cross-section for
inelastic scattering and the distribution of path lengths
experienced by the excited electrons prior to emission.
Realistic models for the inelastic scattering cross-section
have been published previously.s'r6'17 16t path length
distribution of emitted electrons depends first of all on
the in-depth concentration profile of the corresponding
element. Elastic scattering may cause the electron path
to deviated from a straight line,1-7 as demonstrated by
Jablonski in several Monte Carlo simulations.6'7 No
general analytical formula is available to describe this
effect. However, since in general the transport mean free
path for elastic scattering is larger than the mean free
path for inelastic electron scattering, the effect of elastic
scattering on the spectrum of emitted electrons is
expected to be small. Therefore, an accurate description
of inelastic scattering is far more important for a
description of the energy distribution of emitted elec-
trons in the near-peak region compared to the effect on
the path length distribution of emitted electrons implied
by angular deflection owing to elastic scattering.s Thus,
the influence of elastic scattering on the energy spectra
in the near-peak region is likely to be smaller than the
influence caused by the uncertainty on available inelas-
tic mean free path data.

Therefore, we shall neglect here the angular electron
deflection and assume that the electrons move along
straight lines. Future developments in the description of
angular deflection may be incorporated easily in the
present formalism.

The formalism presented here is valid for the analysis
of both XPS and AES. However. in electron-stimulated
AES, back-scattering effects may cause the excitation to
be slightly non-uniform in the surface region of the
solid. This may, if necessary, be taken into account in
the interpretation of the concentration depth profile
determined from analysis of AES by the present formal-
ism.8 A similar problem does not exist in XPS since the
attenuation length of the x-rays is much larger than the
depths involved here.

2.1. General formula

Let F(Eo, Or,, x) dEo dx be the flux of electrons excited
at depth x, dx in an energy interval Eo,dEo into the
solid angle Oo of the detector. Let us assume that the
concentration of electron emitters f(x) may vary with
depth x but that the energy distribution is independent
of depth, i.e.

F(Eo , QD, x) : f (x)F(Eo, Oo) (1)

where F(Eo, Oo) is the number of electrons per second,
per atom and per unit energy emitted into the solid

angle Op of the detector, while /(x) is the number of
atoms per A at depth x. Then the number of electrons
J(8, QD) emitted per second and per unit energy from
the solid surface into the solid angle Oo is given by1'8

1 r  I
J(E, QD) : 

; I 
dEo F(Eo, O") 

| 
ds exp(is(Eo - E))

f f " l
x  ldx /1x)exp l  - -1 r (s ) l  (2 )

J  
-  - L  c o s d  I

where 0 is the angle between the surface normal and
detector.

In Eqn (2)

I  f -
>(s) : 

7- J" 
K(T)exp(-isT) dr (3)

where ,i is the mean free path for inelastic electron scat-
tering and K(T) is the differential inelastic scattering
cross-section i.e. the probability that an electron shall
lose energy T per unit energy loss and per unit path
length travelled in the solid.

The objective is now to solve the integral equation,
Eqn (2), for F(Eo, Oo), assuming that/(x) is known. To
this end, Eqn (2) is first Fourier-inverted with respect to
E and we find

I
I dEo F(Eo, Oo)exp(is'Ee)

J

1

(s)
After Fourier transformation with respect to s' and
insertion of Eqn (3), we finally find

1 l  I
F(E, OD):_: I  dEJlE' � .  Ao) |  ds

z l t J  J

x exp[-is(E - t]f 
* 

(6)

where

f o f x l
P(s) : | /(x)expl - ^^^ ">(s) | dx (7)

J o  L  c o s a  )

Equation (6) is a solution of the desired form. The
formula is exact under the assumptions made above.

In Eqn (6), J(8, Qo) is the measured spectrum. The
inelastic mean free path ). needed in the evaluation of
>(s) (Eqn (3)) may be estimated from one of the various
published tabulations.r8-2o For K(T) we may, for
many solids, use the'universal' cross-sectionlT

K(?') = i€.rr (8)

f  f  _ "  I  f
I ax/(x)expl j >{s') | | ar" F(Eo, Qo)exp(is'Eo)
J  

"  ' L c o s u  
J J

: 
Jtru, 

Qo)exp(is'E) dE (4)

Then

Itru,Qo)exp(is'E) 
dE

J0"11';"*o[- * ru',]
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where C = l643eV2 and B - 2866 eYz.
Alternatively, K(T) may be evaluated within a dielec-

tric response descriptionl6'21 or through a simple
analysis of a spectrum of back-reflected electrons.22 In
the.present work, we shall exclusively use Eqn (8). This
is also shown to be su{Iiciently accurate in the analysis
of experimental spectra by Eqn (6).15

Now, the only unknown quantity in Eqn (6) is the
in-depth concentration profile /(x). On the low kinetic
energy side of a given peak, F(E) is known to decrease
rapidly, and beyond 40-50 eV from the peak,
F(D = 0.23 Then, Eqn (6) may be used to determine the
in-depth concentration profile of an element by the
requirement that F(E) - 0 in a wide energy range below
the corresponding peak. If more than one spectrum
enters in the analysis, it is further required that the F(E)
values obtained are consistent on an absolute scale. For
a more accurate analysis, F(E) may first be determined
from a sample of the pure metal. Then, the analysis by
Eqn (6) is carried out with the requirement that the
resulting F(E) on an absolute scale is close to the F'(E)
obtained from analysis of the homogeneous sample (see
also Section 4).

Note that E(s) and P(s) are the Fourier transforms of
energy distribution functions. They are introduced
solely for mathematical convenience and have no direct
physical significance. For instance, assuming
F(Eo, QD) oc d(E - Es), then P(s) will be the Fourier
transform of the spectrum of emitted electrons.

2.2. Numerical evaluation of the integrals

To evaluate Eqn (6) for a given depth profile, /(x), E(s)
and P(s) given by the integrals in Eqns (3) and (7) must
first be evaluated.

Since K(T):O for " < 0 and since K(T) is well
behaved for T > 0 (see Eqn (8)), E(s) can be approx-
imated by its discrete Fourier transform and evaluated
numerically by fast Fourier transformation.2a P1s;,
given by Eqn (7), may be evaluated by standard numeri-
cal methods or, in certain cases, even analytically (see
below), provided that/(x) is known.

Finally, to put Eqn (6) into a form suitable for dis-
crete Fourier transformation, we define

f o  /  - -  \
"' : 

Jo /(x)exe(r cofo,) dx (e)

Then, Eqn (6) may be written

However, it is found that for several classes of depth
profiles, the integral over x in the expressions for P,
and P(s) can be performed analytically. This will reduce
the time required for the numerical evaluation. Such
examples are considered in the following section.

3. Pr AND P(s) FOR SPECIAL CLASSES
OF DEPTH PROFILES 1{r)

3.1. Homogeneous and exponential depth profiles

For/(x) : c exp(-x/L), we find

^  L L c o s 9
P  - n' 1 - u  

L + ) . c o s o

L c o s 0

(1 1)

(r2)

(14)

(15)

P(s) :  g
L ' > ( s ) * c o s 0

In this case, the integral over s in Eqn (10) can also be
performed analytically to give

F(8, oD) :ti#[rru, n; - AL
L + , 1  c o s 0

(1 3)

This result was obtained previously.lr

3.2. flx) = Nd(r - Xo)

Here, N is the total number of atoms, all at depth Xo,
and we find from Eqns (7) and (9)

, 
[- 

or'r{r,, oD)r((E, - e]

Pr :N*o( - r . " * - I t - )

P(s): N "*p(- "" #)

F(E, oD) : 
i {r,", 

oo) - *, I 
o"'t,,"', oo) 

f 
o,

3.3. Box-shaped profiles (overlayer, substrate and
sandwich, see Fig. 1)

First, we consider the sandwich profile, since formulas
for analysis of spectra from an overlayer and the corre-
sponding substrate are obtained from this as limiting
cases.

Let us assume that the sandwich profile consists of
two elements, as shown in Fig. 1. (Extension to more
than two elements is straightforward.) For one of the
elements we have, f(x):c for Xo<rc< X'+DX,x expr-,s(E - "r,[t - fr]] (10)

Since Pt : lim"-1-P(s), 1 - Pr/P(s)+0 for s- t o
and the function I - Pr/P(s) is suitable for discrete
Fourier transformation. 2a

The integral over s in Eqn (10) is then evaluated by
fast Fourier transformation. The integral over E'in Eqn
(10), as well as P, (Eqn (), is easily evaluated numeri-
cally and F(8, OD) is then determined.

For a general in-depth concentration profile given by
/(x), Eqn (10) can be used directly (see Section 4).

Tr
lot

Figure 1. Schematic showing a box-shaped depth profile.
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profile superimposed on a constant concentration. If a
depth profile is examined for which analytical evalu-
ation of P, and P(s) is not possible, Eqn (10) can always
be applied directly, since the integrals involved in the
expressions for P1 and P(s) are easily evaluated numeri-
cally.

3.5. Determination of overlayer growth mechanism

Various modes of growth of an overlayer on a substrate
have been identified.2s They include layer-by-layer
growth (Frank-van der Merwe), island growth
(Volmer-Weber) and layer-by-layer plus island growth
(Stranski-Krastanov). Alternatively, the overlayer may
diffuse into the substrate. The various possibilities are
illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. Since these growth
modes are the most frequently observed for experimen-
tal systems, we shall derive explicit expressions for each
one of them.

Layer-byJayer growth (Fig. 2,(a)). This is identical to the
box-shaped profile treated in Section 3.3 with Xo : 0.

Layer-byJayer plus island growth (Fig.2(c)). In the general
case, both the height and the width of the islands are
given by distribution functions. This general case may
be treated by Eqn (10). If we assume that the island
height can be approximated by their mean height DX
(see Fig. 3(a)) then this is, for normal electron emission
from the point of view of the spectral shape, identical to
the profile shown in Fig. 3(b) which effectively is the
same as the profile shown in Fig. 3(c).

Note that for non-normal emission, Fig. 3(a) and (c)
are not strictly identical, since some electrons may hit
the islands on their way to the detector. For normal or
near-normal emission, the effect will be negligible.

Now, for the overlayer, f(x): c for 0 < X < DXI
and/(x) : cftfor DXI < x < DX, while/(x) :0 other-
wise. Here, /, is the fractional surface coverage (0 (

733

( o )

Figure 2. Schematic showing three different possible overlayer growth mechanisms.

( b )

while/(x): 0 otherwise. Then, from Eqns (7) and (9)

Pr: ". I . cos a . "*n(- ,L"", J

' [ '-..0( #J (16)

P(s): '#'.*o(-", PJ
f / E(s) \l" 
Lr 

- exn(-Dx ;so/l (17)

For the other element, /(x) : c for 0 < x < Xe and Xe
+ DX < x, while f(x'):0 otherwise. Then, from Eqns

(7) and (9) we get

Pr: c '  I  '  cos e{r  -  *r(
x o \

)*." 0)

' [ ' -" .0( #)]]  (18)

c o s O f .  (  - ,  > ( s ) \
P(s): " ' >(r) tt 

- exp\- ̂r' ffi)

" [r - "*r(-r*rq" )-l] (1e)
L  

- \  c o s u / ) )

Now, expressions for P, and P(s) for analysis of spectra
from an overlayer and substrate are readily obtained by
setting Xo :0 in Eqns (16) and (17) and Eqns (18) and
(19), respectively.

3.4. Other classes of concentration depth profiles

Analytical expressions for Pt and P(s) are also obtained
easily for other classes of depth profiles, as for instance
multiple alternating layers, and an exponential depth

( c )( b )( a )

o'TWr'., *lffito'' *]W t*'

l,--l l-l l.-l
Figure 3. For a near-normal oxit, the spectral shape from both substrate and overlayer will be identical for the three profiles (a), (b) and (c)
(s€e text).
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form a region of width DX of a stoichiometric com-
pound. This is, from the point of view of the spectral
shape, identical to island growth, i.e. Eqns (20f(23) with
DXI:0, except that it will hold here for any emission
angle. Alternatively, the diffusion profile may be expo-
nential, in which case the simpler formula, Eqn (13),
applies. For more general diffusion profiles, the general
formula, Eqn (10), may always be applied.

0
920 940 960 980 to00 1020

ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGy (eV)

P(s) : " # [tt -r,r*o (- o"t",*-)
z(s, L'

/  t r" t  \ l
+fi exp( -Dx ^^. o-s) | e3)

\ cc- -z --r

Island growth (Fig. 2.(b)). This is a special case of the
layer-byJayer plus island growth treated above with
DXI:0. As before, these formulas are valid under the
assumption that the distribution of island heights can
be approximated by its mean value.

Difrusion of overlayer into substrate and formation of
alloys. The overlayer may diffuse into the substrate to

4. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

In this section we analyse theoretical XPS spectra from
samples with various types of in-depth concentration
profiles. We are currently studying measured spectra
from experimenlally produced systems of inhomoge-
neous samples.ls The conclusions from these expeii-
mental investigations concerning the validity of the
method presented here are quite similar to those drawn
in this section from analysis oftheoretical spectra.

The theoretical spectra were evaluated for a detection
angle normal to the surface (0:0) by a method
described previously.8'11 Input in the calculations are
the following: the primary spectrum, denoted by Fr(E),
is taken to be of the Doniach-Sunjic form26 with
a :0.1 and y - 3.0 eV centred around 1000 eV. The
material was, in all cases, gold and the cross-section
K(T) was evaluated on the basis of a dielectric response
calculation.8'16 The concentration depth profile was
varied as described below.

Subsequently, the spectra J(E) thus obtained were
analysed by the formulas in Section 3. If, in this
analysis, the same cross-section is used as in the evalu-
ation of the theoretical spectra, the resulting primary
spectra F(E) are always found to be practically identical
to the true primary spectra Fr(E). This illustrates that
the error in the numerical evaluation of the involved
integrals is negligible. However, in analysis of experi-
mental spectra from a general sample, the exact K(T)
function is never known. To imitate this situation. the'universal' cross-section (Eqn (8), with ,t : 15.25 A for
Au at 1000 eV18) was applied rather than the exact
cross-section used in the evaluation of the spectra. This
will introduce an uncertainty in K(T), which is always
present in the analysis of experimental spectra.

In all the formulas of the previous section, /(x) is
given as a constant c multiplied by a form factor. From
analysis of a single spectrum, the form factor of/(x) can
be determined (by the requirement that F(E\ - 0 in a
wide energy range, e.g. from 40 to 100 eV, below the
peak energy). If the spectrum of a sample with a well-
known depth distribution (e.g. a pure homogeneous
sample) is also included in the analysis, the constant c is
also determined from the analysis (by the requirement
that F(E) is close to F(E) obtained from the homoge-
neous sample) and/(x) is then determined on an absol-
ute scale. If we choose c : I in the analysis of the
spectrum from a homogeneous sample, then /(x)
resulting from analysis of a given spectrum will be in
fractions of the concentration of the pure material.

Figure 4(a) shows a spectrum J(E) evaluated for a
homogeneous gold sample. After analysis by Eqn (13)
with L : oo aod c : 1, we get the lower spectrum FIE)
in Fig. 4(b), which is quite close to the true primary

Figure 4. (a) Spectrum J(F) from a homogeneous gold sample.
(b) Primary spectrum F"(E) after analysis by Eqn (13) with L : oo
and c: 1. Also shown is the true primary spectrum F, (F).

/' < 1).Then, from Eqns (7) and (9)

l - .  /  oxr \p, : r. t  .  cos rl t  -tr -/,)exp(_ 
T" i)

-  /  D X \ l-, "*P('- i#t)) (20)

cos0l- /  t tr)_\
P(s) : .  

, ( r )  L t  
-  t t  - t ) " *p(  -  DXt  

* ,0)

/  v t . t  \ l-/r exn(-n. ffi)l et)
For the substrate, f (x):c( l - f t )  for DX1 <x<DX
and/(x) : c for DX < x, while/(x) : 0 otherwise. Then
Eqns (7) and (9) give

f ,  /  n x r \
Pr: t '  ,1. .  cos ef(t -/r)exr(- 

*r*/

*f, *P( '""**)] (zz)
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spectrum Ft(E). The deviations are exclusively due to
the difference between the universal cross-section (Eqn
(8)) and the dielectric-response-calculated cross-section
used in the evaluation of the spectrum J(E)'

Now, in the analysis of spectra from the various con-
centration depth profiles studied below, a class of depth
profiles/(x) is first chosen (e.g. box-shaped profile). The
parameters describing this profile are then adjusted to
give the same peak height in F'(Q as is observed in
F,r(E) from the analysis of the pure gold sample in Fig.
(U). tn situations where chemically induced changes in
peak shape occur, the peak area rather than the peak
height should be used as a criterion. After analysis, the
shape of the low-energy tail is compared to Fr(E). If
they differ, the assumed model /(x) was wrong and
another class of /(x) must be considered. For future
routine applications of the present method, a compari-
son based on minimizing the least-squares difference
between F(E) and Fn(E) may be used to automate the
fitting procedure.

In Fig. 5(a) we consider spectra {E) from gold over-
layers of thickness 10, 20 and 40 A. After analysis by
Eqn (10), using Eqns (16) and (17) with Xo :0, the
background-corrected spectra F(E) in Fig. 5(b) were
obtained by adjusting the overlayer thickness DX to
yield the same peak intensity as Fs(E). The thicknesses
thus obtained are 10.0, 20.0 and 38.5 A, respectively.

F

6 ^ ,
z w..
ul
F
z o.2

o
J

x -

6
z u
UJ
F
z .

t000 1020

ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGY (CV)

Figure 6. (a) Spectra from a gold substrate with an overlayer of
thickness 'l 0, 20 and 40 A, respectively. (b) Primary spectra F(F)
obtained by Eqn (10) using Eqns (18) and (19) with Xo=O. DX
was adjusted to give the same peak intensity in the background-
corrected spectra F(E) as in F"(F).

0 E
920
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6 0.8
z
!r 0.6
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920 940 960 980 1000 1200
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Fiqure 5. (a) Spectrum from a gold overlayer of width DX:10,
20-and 40 A.'(b) Primary spectra F(El after analvsis bv Eqn (10)

using Eqns (16) and (1 7) with Xo=0, adjusting the overlayer
thickness DX to give the same absolute peak intensity in F(F) as in
F  " (E) .

For comparison, F"(E) from the analysis of the homo-
geneous sample (Fig. a) is also shown.

In Fig. 6(a) we consider spectra from a gold substrate
with oierlayers of thickness 10, 20 and 40 A. ttre
spectra were analysed (see Fig. 6(b)) by Eqn (10) using
Eqns (18) and (19) with Xo :0. DX was adjusted to
give the same peak intensity in the background-
corrected spectra F(E) as in F'r(?). The resulting thick-
ness is DX : 10.4,20.4 and 40.4 A, respectively.

The detailed shape of the primary spectra F'(E) in
Figs 5 and 6 are, in all cases, very close to Fr(E). The
largest deviation is o-bserved for the spectrum from a
substrate with a 40 A overlayer. This deviation is not
due to a numerical error in the evaluation of the inte-
grals, since an evaluation based on the exact K(T) yields
the correct primary spectrum. The deviation observed
for large overlayers is due to the slightly incorrect cross-
section used in the analysis. The same trend is observed
in the analysis of experimental spectra.ls

In addition to a determination of the background-
corrected spectra, the present analysis also gives quanti-
tative information on the in-depth concentration profile.
In fact, for all six spectra in Figs 5 and 6, the overlayer
thicknesses obtained from the analysis are very close to
the exact values.

To summarize, in the practical application of the
present formalism, a specific class of depth profiles is
first chosen. Then, the parameters describing this class
are varied to give either a zero in a wide energy range

o
X

F

a 0
z
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F
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tion was now varied keeping the centre fixed at 30 A
depth. Thus, the spectrum is now analysed by Eqn (10)
using Eqns (16) and (17) with c: 1 under variation of
DX.The results for DX: 18,20 and22A are shown in
Fig. 7(d) and are compared on an absolute scale to
F"(E) from a homogeneous sample (Fig. 4(b)). For
DX :20 A, the peak height is exacily ttiattf r"(b; anA
the concentration depth profile is thus determinid to be
a sandwich of width 20 + 2 A with an overlayer of
width 20 + 1 A. This result is very close to the actual
depth composition profile. Note that only two experi-
mental spectra are needed to obtain this detailed infor-
mation on the in-depth concentration profile.

Finally, we illustrate that the present formalism can
be used to discriminate between different overlayer
growth mechanisms. Let us assume that an overlaver
grows on a substrate by the formation of islands, which
cover a 50% fraction of the surface. Let us assume that
deposition of material on the surface is terminated when
the island height is 40 A. The resulting structure is
shown in the insert in Fig. 8(a). The spectra from the
overlayer and the substrate are shown in Figs 8(a) and
9(a) respectively.

- Now, these spectra were first analysed by assuming a
layer-byJayer growth, i.e. Eqn (10) with Eqns (20) and
(21) for Fig. 8 and Eqns (22) and(23) for Fig. 9. In both
cases, DXl : 0 and "fr : 1.00. (Alternatively, we could
have used Eqns (16f{19) with exactly the same result,
since for Xo :0 they are identical to Eqns (2bH23)
with/, : I and DXI:0.) After adjusting DX to yield
the same absolute peak height as in Fr(E), we obtain
the primary sp€ctra marked (1) in Figs 8(b) and 9(b) for
the overlayer and the substrate spectra, respectively.
These spectra are both markedly different from F"(E) in
the region below the peaks. The conclusion thenii that
the overlayer growth does not proceed layer by layer.

920 940 960 980 1000 1020

ELECTRON KINETTC ENERGy (eV)

Figure 7. (a) Spectrum from a sandwich structure consisting of a
20 A wide gold layer with an overtayer of 20 A. In (b) and (cJ rnis
spectrum is analysed assuming f (xl=111 6(X-Xo) by Eqn (10)
using Eqns (14) and (15) under variat ion ofXo and /V. For Xo=
20.28 ,30 ,  32  and 40  A, ,v=11.1 ,  18 .S,  21 .b ,24 .0  and +d.0 ,
respectively. In (d). the. width of the distribution is varied, keeping
the centre fixed at 30 A depth. Thus, the spectrum is analysed by
Eqn (10) using Eqns ('l 6) and (1 7) under variation of DX.

below the peak or to match F"(D.If this is not possible,
another class of depth profiles must be considered.

As an example of how this may be done in practice,
we consider in Fig. 7 a spectrum from a sandwich struc-
ture consistigg of a 20 A wide gold layer with an over-
layer of 20 A (see insert in Fig. 7(a)). This spectrum is
first analysed by assuming a narrow depth distribution
given by f (x) : N ,(X - Xo). To this end, Eqn (10),
with Eqns (14) and (15), was used under variation of Xo
and N. In this analysis, Xo will determine the shape of
F(E), while N acts as a scaling factor. For Xo : 30 A,
.F(E) is quite close to F"(E) (see Fig. 7(b)). Figure 7(c)
shows that we can clearly discriminate between Xo :
28, 30 and 32 A. For Xo:20,28,30,32 and +d A,
N: 11.1, 18.5, 21.0, 24.0 and 40.0, respectively. Now,
although Xo : 30 A with N:21.0 givei an acieptable
agreement between F(E) and FAE), this value of N is
unacceptable, since it implies that the density of gold
atoms at X:30 A would be 21 times largerihanin a
pure gold sample. Therefore, the width of the distribu-

ELECTRON KINETTC ENERGy (eV)

Figure 8. (a) Spectrum from a gold overlayer that is assumed to
grow on a substrate by the formation of islands covering a b0%
fraction of the surface. (b) Analysis of the spectra in (a), assuming
island growth, i.e. Eqn (1 0) with Eqns (22) and (23) with f, =
1.00,0.60,0.50 and 0.46, respectively. In each case, the island
height DX was adjusted ro give egual peak heights in F(F) and
F  " ( E ' .
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Figure 9. (a) Spectrum from a gold substrate with an overlayer
that is assumed to grow by the formation of islands covering a
5O% fraction of the surface. (b) Analysis of the spectra in (a),
assuming island growth. i.e. Egn (10) with Eqns (22) and (23)
with f, = 1.00, 0.60,0.50 and 0.46. respectively. In each case, the
island height DX was adjusted to give equal peak heights in F(F)
and F,..(F).

Next, we assume island formation with a fractional
surface coverage offr:0.60,0.50 and 0.46, respectively.
In each case, the island height DX was adjusted to give
equal peak heights in f'(E) and Fr(E), as shown in Figs
8(b) and 9(b). The best agreement is obtained in both
cases for "fr :0.50 and the resulting island heights as
determined from the overlayer and substrate spectra are
DX :3S.3 A and DX : N.2 A, respectively. The con-
clusion is that the overlayer forms islands with a 50%
surface coverage and an island height of DX :39 * 2
A. ttris is very close to the actual surface structure.

Note that these quite detailed results on overlayer
growth mechanism are obtained through a rather
simple analysis of only two spectra: namely, the spec-
trum from the pure sample and from either the overlay-
er or the substrate of the sample under investigation.

Finally, we make some remarks on the accuracy of
the method. If K(T) and J(D were known with sufli-
cient accuracy, it would in principle be possible to
determine the exact surface structure. However, in prac-
tice, the accuracy will be limited by the uncertainty in
K(T) and {E). Using the'universal'cross-section (Eqn
(8)) for K(T) will introduce small errors, particularly for
multiple-scattered electrons, while evaluation of K(T)
from a dielectric response calculationl6 or from experi-
mental REELS spectra22 will introduce other uncer-
tainties in K(T).8

The measured spectrum {E) may be influenced by
statistical noise and possible interference by closeJying
peaks from other elements. These effects are most severe

for spectra from deep layers, where the spectral intensity
is diminished.

For analysis of model spectra, we have simulated the
uncertainty in K(T) by using the 'universal' cross-
section. From this, we have found that the ability of the
method to discriminate between different structures will
depend on the actual situation. In general, the
resolution in the determination of the detailed concen-
tration depth profile is of the order of the inelastic mean
free path ,1. For the special case of island growth, it is
thus possible to distinguish this growth mode from
layer-byJayer growth (and vice versa) when the island
height is ),1 (see Figs 8 and 9). Similarly, concerning
the tletermination of a layer-by-layer plus island surface
structure, we have found that, depending on the com'
bination of layer width and island height, it may or may
not be possible to distinguish between pure island
growth and layer-by-layer plus island growth.

In such cases where we cannot, by the analysis, dis-
criminate between two different surface structures, the
total amount of material in the surface region of the
solid as determined from these two surface structures is
accurate to within lO-15%. This holds for all surface
structures with parameters (DX, DXI S 4-6ri and 0 (

" r '<1) .

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A method was presented by which detailed quantitative
information on in-depth concentration profiles can be
extracted through analysis ofsurface electron spectra.

For determination of the inelastic background-
corrected spectrum F(8,C)D), the central formula is Eqn
(10). In Eqn (10), P, and P(s) are given by Eqns (9) and
(7). >(s) entering'Eqn (7) is given by Eqn (3), where ,1
may be taken from existing tabulations and the'univer-
sal' cross-section in Eqn (8) may, for most solids, be
used as an approximation for K(T) (see discussion fol-
lowing Eqn (8)). The concentration depth profile is
given by/(x).

For several important classes of depth profiles, analy-
tic expressions for P(s) and Pt were found in Section 3.
The resulting integrals are evaluated by fast Fourier
transformation.

If Eqn (10) is used in the analysis of a single spectrum,
the form of/(x) can be determined by the requirement
that F(E) - 0 in an energy region (e.g. from 40 to 100
eV) below the peak energy.

If the spectrum from a sample with a well-known
depth distribution (e.g. a pure, homogeneous sample) is
included in the analysis, the requirement used is that
.F(E) is close to the F(E) determined from the pure and
homogeneous sample. Then, /(x) is determined on an
absolute scale. All information is thus extracted from
only one or two experimental spectra. The method is
therefore fast and non-destructive.
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